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Regarding to Dr. Drawing on Brantley's groundbreaking research and his years of working with
dietary healing, The Treat contains a groundbreaking step-by-step program that can flush toxins
out of the body, restore balance, promote natural healing, and increase vitality. Timothy Brantley,
most health issues are not caused by genetics or germs but by the standard American diet.
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Your body cleanse in this book worked miracles for me personally and should be sold as a way
to improve your cholesterol I really liked the book but only used the body cleanse close to the
end of the publication. I in fact purchased this reserve years ago and after carrying out the
cleanse gave the reserve away to help another person. I had to buy the book again because
once more my cholesterol is over 200. I did the 5 time cleanse drinking the mixture and only
eating natural foods like salad, fruits, and vegies sparingly and at the end I used a 24 cleanse I
found off the shelf with no food that time. I can only tell you that I did so it and it worked well.
excellent resource for your health We am a big enthusiast of alternative medicine, my partner
cured Lymphoma with the gerson therapy which book mirrors many of those ideals and
practices. Dr.! It appears that he just "visited college", but it by no means mentions how he
studied health and became a doctor. It's now about 6 years later on and it's really over 200 so I
anticipate doing the cleanse once again.Ordered all of his weekend Detox items online too. It
should work since it's all about cleaning all that previous junk out of your body. You should
consult with your doctor to make sure it's secure for you personally. Anyway, I can let you know
that my cholesterol proceeded to go from a little over 230 (14 days before the cleanse) to 124
(seven days after the cleanse), I dropped weight, had plenty of energy, and felt years younger.I
am usually looking to learn more on the subject which is an excellent reserve. Andrew Weil. I
added a little bit of dressing to my salads and that didn't hurt. Brantley is real. Understand this
book and change your life! I read this publication and before We was halfway through it, I quit
drinking espresso and milk, stopped eating milk products and red meats and began drinking
herbal teas and alkaline drinking water and eating more fish and vegetables. Just doing that has
changed everything. Take the books by Dr. I was limping and miserable. This book isn't an
infomercial, sure he makes mention of his products but before that it tells why you need to and
how could eat healthy to heal your body, with or without using his products. Brantley's
assistance on substitute foods... I had a significant differ from unbearable discomfort to barely
noticeable discomfort. I'm about 4 months into this new way of life and I've lost weight, have
more energy, my epidermis appears great and I'm back to morning walks and actually some
sluggish jogging. Dr. A must browse for anyone with medical issues. You possess a lover in me
and I'm hard to impress. This book isn't an infomercial, sure he makes . :) Dr. I don't use any of
his items but I stick to the healthy eating guidance this publication provides. After only a few
weeks of giving up the acidic foods and pursuing Dr..When you come on information about how
exactly to improve your health, you will see at least 50% of the book dedicated to giving you
step-by-step guidelines. Brantley's products... But in Brantley's case, he just identifies these
"studies" or "findings" if only to aid his stories. The rest of the half of their books contain
comprehensive steps and recipes to heal the body.What the book recommends is that you
basically eat nothing but raw organic foods, take herbal supplements, and detox (this colonics or
enemas). It's essentially an infomercial for Dr. Five Stars totally tells it like it is. Initially, the book
will pull you in. I actually couldn't put it down because I was fascinated with the countless
stories of people who were getting sick on the typical American diet plan and were healed by Dr.
The reserve is 90% compelling tale with 10% advice and advertisements. The publication seems
to be written by a ghost article writer, as the design seems very familiar...While I do believe in
what his general message is - the typical American diet is what's building us sick and the
medical industry is big business - this is all old hat. An Informercial for his products Let me save
you the money of shopping for this book. Again, previous hat. Better yet, you should buy all of
his products to carry out so.While I agreed with the author's message, he didn't provide enough
equipment in the end to accomplish these goals. Brantley's experiments. It's worth it. Joint



discomfort plagued my entire life. McDougall and his system. Or Dr. Dean Ornish. Fantastic
book, can't say enough about it! During the cleanse you merely eat natural foods such vegies
and fruit but no meats. They explains with technology why the typical american diet is
eliminating us. THEY'RE IN BED WITH THE FDA AND PHARMA Businesses!Whereas, with The
Treatment, you are given a very small couple of recipes and guidance to "Have a look at my
website" for more information. Kevin Trudeau will similar things. Also, it certainly bothered me
that the reserve never enters the component where Dr.! continued looking at my cholesterol and
it stayed low and was around 150 2 years later.However, there is normally science in these
books. Brantley refers to countless experts who've done their analysis and filled their books with
facts.DOCTORS CURE Nothing at all.Save your money and purchase a natural foods
"cookbook". Detox your body. And experience better. Also, need to indicate that it reduced my
poor cholesterol and my good cholesterol went up. Something to notice is that you beverage
8oz of purified drinking water with two tablespoons of organic lemon juice each morning of the
cleanse. I love to appearance at alternatives to the therapy we used since it was difficult but
again we cured malignancy without drugs and she is much healthier for it and this gives some
great ideas in that regard and improves my general knowledge on the subject which assists us
make decisions on what we consume and live. I just got bronchitis and was tempted to take the
prednisone suggested by my local medical facility but made a decision to browse how Dr
Brantley helped Todd with lifestyle threatening asthma and only do the juices, consumed
essential minerals and jumped up and down to clear the liquid between the cells in my lungs
and thank God am right now on the path to recovery. a lot of my friends also enjoy this book and
I've given it as a gift on a couple of occasions. I purchased this book in 2008 and everytime We
obtain ill with a clogged gall bladder I really do the flush he recommends and it clears up. The
Dr.!! Or Dr. My doctor cannot believe the cleanse did this for me but there is no other
explanation. Brantley lays out a step-by-step guide to improve ones health permanently.... I'll
never look back again and can't thank him plenty of for all your powerful details packed in this
publication! Brantley becomes a health care provider.! Can no longer discover the 24 hour
cleanse so I'm going to try the Today foods liver detoxifier each night time, see the guidelines in
the book.God bless you for your wisdom and insight on how to make our bodies work for us well
into healthy double if not triple digits! Perform it.. Don't eat any grains or bread. He does not
require you to buy his products. Fantastic book, can't say enough about his wisdom! I would
recommend this highly. Three Stars good reading Worth reading An older book but nonetheless
very great with advice and recipes for health. Excellent! Brantley's personal tale is inspiring, to
say the least and the book is an easy read.
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